to facilitate information sharing among researchers, practitioners, and relevant local, national, and international stakeholders. The ISE Newsletter provides up-to-date information on conferences, funding opportunities, and the latest research developments in implementation science. The symposium will convene key stakeholders to explore the skills, knowledge, and attitudes needed to address pressing sustainability and resilience challenges.

The 64th Annual Meeting of the Comparative and International Education Society (CIES) will be held in February 2020. Researchers, students, practitioners, and policymakers are expected to attend the 2020 CIES Annual Meeting to discuss the latest research and developments in the field. The symposium will cover a wide range of topics, including climate change, sustainability, and resilience.

The Center for Climate and Security (CCS) is providing funding for research in the following program areas: Advanced Scientific Computing Research, Basic Energy Sciences, Biotechnology, Biological and Environmental Research, Fusion Energy Sciences, High Energy Physics, and the National Nuclear Security Administration. To apply, follow the link: https://www.gsscholar.org/apply.

The MetroLab Network was launched as part of the White House Smart Cities Initiative in 2015. This collaborative network of 29 cities, 5 universities, and 3 non-profits aims to transform state and local government. MetroLab Network is a collaborative of 29 cities, 5 universities, and 3 non-profits, and their mission is to create the field of Computational Urban Science.

Dr. Cioffi-Revilla was honored for "distinguished research and service toward creating the field of Computational Urban Science." He was awarded the 2019 Fellow by the American Academy of Political and Social Science for his work in this field.

Dr. Leah Nichols will be joining Mason as the full-time professor and CBPC Research professor. She will be teaching a course on "Climate Change and Sustainability." The course will cover the latest research and developments in the field of climate change and sustainability.

George Mason University is organizing a lecture series on urban topics to create an active community of scholars and practitioners. The series will focus on sustainability-related programs, events, and initiatives happening at Mason during Earth Month and beyond.

Visit our website for more information on upcoming events, speakers, and workshops. To help us achieve our goals, we're asking that you complete a brief survey on how you can support Mason's sustainability efforts. We also be celebrating Earth Month (April) and we need your help to do so effectively.